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Conference proposal to Vienna. But this is easily ex-
plained. During the morning of July 27, Berlin had only an
indefinite and informal knowledge of the Conference pro-
posal contained in a telegram- sent by Lichnowsky on Sun-
day evening.38 Szogyeny may have been told that Germany
disapproved of this, and that if she forwarded it to Vienna
it would not mean that she in any way endorsed it. Later
in the day Goschen made the formal request for a Confer-
ence; this was rejected,39 but Jagow and Bethmann, in
hurrying out to Potsdam, neglected to forward it to Vienna.
When they returned from Potsdam, read the text of the
Serbian reply, and found Lichnowsky's telegram with a
a good mediation proposal, they forwarded the latter instead
of the Conference proposal Another objection which might
be raised to this view that Szogyeny was thinking of a Con-
ference proposal which Berlin might soon forward to Vienna
is the fact that his telegram was sent at 9:15 P, M., and
would hardly apply to a conversation around noon. But he
was often many hours late in getting information at the
German Foreign Office and in forwarding it to Vienna; such
a delay of some nine hours would be nothing unusual for
him.40 Furthermore, it is very doubtful whether Bethmann
and Jagow could have returned from Potsdam early enough
to read Lichnowsky's telegram, tell Szogyeny they disap-
proved it but were forwarding it to please the English, and
3 8 In reply to this telegram of Lichnowsky's (KD., 236; see above
at note 17) Bethmann telegraphed to him at 1:00 P.M. (KJD., 248):
"No knowledge here up to present of Sir Edward Grey's proposal to
hold a conference a qwtre there. We could not take part in such a
conference, as we should not be able to summon Austria before a Euro-
pean court of justice."
 39	Goschen to Grey, July 27, 6:17 P.M.; BJD? 185.
 40	For instance, Germany requested from Vienna the text of the
Serbian reply at 11:30 A.M. (KD., 246), and Szogyeny does not report
the news until 5:50 P.M.    Similarly, Goschen reported the rejection
of the Conference proposal on Monday at 6:17 P.M. (BIX, 185), and
Szogyeny did not report it until more than twenty-four tours later oz>
Tuesday at 7:40 P,M. (A.RJB., H, 84).

